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Everyone in your company makes business decisions.

Shouldn’t they all understand
how business works?
Business Acumen Workshops

Please get in touch: +1.919.933.6555 or acumen@income-outcome.com or fill out a form at www.income-outcome.com/start

Welcome to Income|Outcome

Thanks for your interest in Income/Outcome business simulations!
This guide gives an overview of the family of simulations
and details on each workshop.

We know you have questions. We have answers. So let’s get started.

Robin
Robin Helweg-Larsen, Co-Founder

Everyone needs to understand how their decisions on the job impact others in the organization–and the bottom line.
Our simulations give employees and managers relevant, real-world dynamics, and let them experience this impact.
Workshops last from 4 hours to 3 days, with simulation complexity and learning content tailored to...

ANY AUDIENCE

ANY INDUSTRY

Only Income|Outcome offers five levels of business
acumen workshops, ensuring you can meet the
development needs of each and every audience.
And with our global network, you can implement
these simulations in any of 12 languages, anywhere
on the planet.

The Income|Outcome simulations are designed to
show the big picture of the business, giving people
an understanding of how money flows through a
business. Special versions are available to focus on
areas such as sales, R&D supply chain, etc.

•
•
•
•
•

Sales Teams
High Potentials (HiPos)
New Hires
Operations
Finance for non-Finance
(& Non-Finance for Finance!)
• Leadership Development
• Workforce Development

Industry models:
• Manufacturing
• Sales and Service
• Professional Services (e.g. Legal)
• Health Care
• Retail
• Oil and Gas (Exploration & Production)
• Power Generation
• Equipment Rental
• Entrepreneur’s Time & Money
• Custom models

BUSINESS ACUMEN FOR EVERYONE
Income|Outcome business acumen solutions range from short workshops
for rapid learning; through longer and more thought-provoking programs for
managers, to strategically complex workshops for senior executives.
Since all workshops use the same game board, language, and dynamics, they
create a commonality of experience and understanding between audiences.
Participants get programs tailored to their level of decision-making in the real
world. Your organization gets superior results.
Our standard business models include manufacturing, services, health care
and many other industries; alternatively, we can develop a custom model
that reflects the dynamics of your industry.
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Introduces the foundations
of business–cash flow,
working capital, borrowing,
budgets–and challenges
everyone to up their
(finance) game!

4 decision-making rounds
• supply and demand
calculations
• introduction to budgets
and cash flow forecasting
• debt repayment
• key ratios

3 decision-making rounds
• financial statements
• financial terminology
• the value of operational
improvements
• setting prices in a
competitive market
• the difference between
profit and cash flow

6 decision-making rounds
• differentiations in
market dynamics
• product contribution
analysis
• impact of disruptive
technology

Teams draw on a range of
skills to meet sales and
marketing challenges such
as competitive differentiation, falling prices, and
disruptive technology.

Involves constant decisionmaking on real-world issues
such as pricing, capacity,
borrowing, R&D, cost
structure, and cash flow.
Participants gain practice
using financial planning and
analysis tools for forecasting
and improving results.
6 decision-making rounds
• break-even analysis
• unit cost analysis
• income statement
analysis
• more practice in
budgeting and forecasting

For Planners, Professionals
and Senior Managers

2 days

1.5 days

For Managers and Individual
Contributors

Finance and
Strategy

Level 4

Finance for
Managers

Level 3

5 complex decisionmaking rounds
• multiple products
• multiple market drivers
• seasonal product demand
• product life cycle
• foreign exchange
and hedging

Each company has
opportunities to expand into
new products, new markets,
new quality initiatives, new
process improvements, and
more! Very real world–under
constant competitive threat,
too much opportunity and not
enough time or resources.

For Senior Managers
and Executives

3 days

Level 5

Managing
a Global
Business

Please get in touch: +1.919.933.6555 or acumen@income-outcome.com or fill out a form at www.income-outcome.com/start

Each level of workshop adds more learning, practice, and strategic insight.

For All Team Members

Rapid learning in a challenging
finance simulation game.
Participants work in
teams to manage competing
businesses. They set prices,
monitor cash flow, make
operational improvements,
prepare financial statements,
measure results…and have a
ton of fun!

1 day

Finance for
Everyone

Level 2

For Everyone In the Company

4-6 hours

Entrepreneurial
Challenge

Level 1

Unlimited Possibilities

One Simulation

OVERVIEW

LEVEL 1

Entrepreneurial Challenge
Understand basic business
dynamics and the need
for change.

Focus on Fundamentals
Entrepreneurial Challenge uses our ‘stealth learning’ methodology to
develop business acumen. Participants think they are playing a game,
but all the while they are actually learning finance terminology,
becoming familiar with financial statements, grasping the
importance of cash flow, and gaining a big picture understanding of
how businesses make money.
All this while having fun!
Many participants report feeling the impact for several weeks following
the workshop. That’s because the simulation experience “cooks” in the
learner’s brain, creating a new holistic perspective of business. Stealth

Entrepreneurial
Challenge
4-6 Hours

Fun.
Fast.
Illuminating.
For all team members.
This is rapid learning in a
challenging finance simulation game. Participants
work in teams to manage
their business. They set
prices, monitor cash flow,
make operational improvements, prepare financial
statements, measure
results…and have a ton
of fun!

learning works by giving an experience that takes time to process.
Employees will benefit from team building and a new understanding of
how all the components of the business work together to drive results.
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Please get in touch: +1.919.933.6555 or acumen@income-outcome.com or fill out a form at www.income-outcome.com/start

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Participants get immersed in the competition, form
lasting friendships with teammates and take
improved understanding back to the office.
Choose Entrepreneurial Challenge if you want
employees who:
• Know how they impact the financial reports
• Help build shareholder value day-to-day
• Build beneficial relationships with customers
and suppliers
• Recognize the value of a customer
• Better serve internal and external customers
• Understand how their actions impact other areas
of the company
The whole organization benefits from the results,
when employees can:
• Understand the needs of the business
• Implement directives
• Respect management decisions

LEVEL 1: Entrepreneurial Challenge (4-hours)

In the Entrepreneurial Challenge business
simulation, the goal is for each participant–a front
line worker, a manager, or an executive–to grasp
essential financial concepts and tools such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Income statements and balance sheets
The difference between cash and profit
Fixed versus variable costs
The need to control working capital
Standard metrics (operating income,
net income, ROA)
• Your company’s specific financial metrics
In four hours of experiential learning, they develop
business acumen including a big-picture
understanding of:
•
•
•
•

Investing, generating profits, and posting losses
Maintaining financial statements
Implementing change and measuring results
Using operating income to compare results
to competitors

Better Business Minds
Learners make all the decisions related to
production, marketing, sales, and finance...
and own all the results. Everyone receives
materials that reinforce the learning in the
business simulation. Takeaways include
a Company Board® visualization of your
company’s financial position and a copy
of the Income|Outcome Business Glossary.

Please get in touch: +1.919.933.6555 or acumen@income-outcome.com or fill out a form at www.income-outcome.com/start
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OVERVIEW

Finance for Everyone

LEVEL 2

Finance for
Everyone
1 Day

Build a big picture understanding of
business and contribute to the discussion.

Focus on the Big Picture
Finance for Everyone teaches participants to think through the
impact of oversupplied markets, working capital issues, cash flow
and debt repayment. It introduces formal exercises in budgeting,
cash flow forecasting, and ratios.
Teams decide what prices to set, whether to increase capacity,
how much money to borrow, what R&D to pursue, and how to
improve prices, cost structure, and cash flow. It models real
world connections, enabling learners to see how one department’s

Practical.
Connecting.
Engaging.
For everyone in the company.
This workshop introduces
the foundations of
business–cash flow,
working capital, borrowing,
budgets–and it challenges
everyone to up their
(finance) game!

decisions impact other departments as well as the company’s
bottom line results.
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Please get in touch: +1.919.933.6555 or acumen@income-outcome.com or fill out a form at www.income-outcome.com/start

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Choose this solution if you want people who:
• Prioritize and control costs
• Take initiative in everyday activities leading
to reductions in costs, inventories, and
working capital
• Work creatively with customers and suppliers
• Interpret operating reports and financial reports
• Use historical and competitive bench-marking to 		
improve your bottom line
• Improve the way they serve internal and
external customers
• See how their actions impact other areas of
the company

Playing all the major roles in an operating company
participants get first hand experience with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LEVEL 2: Finance for Everyone (1 day)

Finance for Everyone teaches financial tools and
concepts including:
• Basic financial statements and their management
uses: Income Statement (P&L) and Balance Sheet
• How market conditions impact business decisions
• The difference between cash and profit
• Fixed and variable costs
• Cost structure and capacity utilization
• Budgets and cash flow forecasts
• The impact of inventory build-up
• The need to control working capital
• Ratios as metrics for management (ROA, ROI)
• The specific financial metrics used by your
company to gauge performance, and why
they are used
• Effects of strategy changes

Team decision-making in each area
Generating financial statements
Preparing budgets and forecasting cash flow
Calculating basic ratios
Competitor analysis of operating income and ratios
Implementing change and measuring results
Using ratios and other measurements to identify
the ‘buttons’ which drive company performance
and behavior

Better Business Decisions
Learners come away with an enhanced readiness
to take initiatives in everyday activities, leading to
reductions in costs, inventories, and working capital;
and a better understanding of how and why their
everyday decisions and actions impact other areas
of the company.

Please get in touch: +1.919.933.6555 or acumen@income-outcome.com or fill out a form at www.income-outcome.com/start
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OVERVIEW

LEVEL 3

Finance for Managers
Practice financial planning and
forecasting with immediate
feedback on results.

Focus on Planning and Forecasting
Finance for Managers introduces the opportunity to manage
for long-term success. Teams run their game board companies
in competition with each other, and learn through constant
decision-making on such issues as pricing, capacity, borrowing,
R&D, cost structure, and cash flow. To survive, teams must examine
each decision for the short-term cost and long-term benefit.
Learners gain practical experience in the use of a range of
financial planning and analysis tools–not just cash flow
forecasting, budgeting, and ratio analysis, but also unit cost
analysis, break-even analysis and income statement analysis.
The structure of the simulation board supports a visual understanding of the use, importance, and inter-relationship of key financial
ratios. The Income/Outcome Triangle for Ratio Analysis, a visual
representation of the relationships between Sales, Net Income
and Assets, will be of permanent value to all managers.

Finance for
Managers
1.5 Days

Informative.
Challenging.
Managerial.
For managers and
individual contributors.
This workshop involves
constant decision-making
on such issues as pricing,
capacity, borrowing, R&D,
cost structure, and cash
flow. Participants gain
practice using financial
planning and analysis
tools for forecasting and
improving results.
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Please get in touch: +1.919.933.6555 or acumen@income-outcome.com or fill out a form at www.income-outcome.com/start

LEARNING OUTCOMES

LEVEL 3: Finance for Managers (1.5 Days)

Choose Finance for Managers if you need
managers who:

The workshop presents key financial tools and concepts:

• Prepare budgets, targets, and forecasts

• Why market conditions dominate business decisions

• Integrate planning of cash flow, sales, costs

• The need to manage separately for cash and profit

and profits

• Management uses of basic financial statements

• Fixed and variable costs

• Partner with customers and suppliers

• The value of budgets and cash flow forecasts

• Optimize the way sales and purchases

• The impact of inventory build-up

are structured

• The need to control working capital

• Prepare operating reports and financial reports

• Break-even analysis

• Improve working relationships with others in

• Unit cost analysis

the organization

• Income Statement analysis

• Target profit opportunities

• ROA, ROI, and other metrics for management

• Prioritize and control costs

• Financial metrics used by your company

• Reduce inventories and working capital
• Use bench-marking to improve the bottom line

Better Business Results
All workshops fit seamlessly with other
Income|Outcome offerings. Use the
complete family of simulations to build
organizational alignment through the
development of a common language
and shared understanding of business.

Please get in touch: +1.919.933.6555 or acumen@income-outcome.com or fill out a form at www.income-outcome.com/start
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OVERVIEW

Finance and Strategy
Change happens.
How do you deal with it?

Focus on Strategic Thinking
Finance and Strategy is where leaders draw on a range of skills to
meet complex sales and marketing challenges such as customer
differentiation, steadily falling prices, and disruptive technology.
Teams decide which customer profiles to target, what product mix to
adopt, what prices to set, whether to increase capacity, how much
money to borrow, and the R&D options to pursue. They are constantly
looking at how to improve prices, cost structure, profit and cash flow.
Learners gain practical experience in the use of a range of financial
tools, from budgeting and cash flow forecasting to a variety of cost
structure and ratio analytics.

LEVEL 4

Finance
and Strategy
2 Days

Challenging.
Evolving.
Strategic.
For planners, professionals,
and senior managers.
Teams draw on a range
of skills to meet sales and
marketing challenges such
as customer differentiation,
falling prices, and disruptive
technology.

Your management team comes away better able to:
• See the strategic position and vision of the company, and build
appropriate departmental plans
• Integrate cash flow planning with planning for sales, costs
and profit
• Partner with customers and suppliers, structure sales and
purchases, and look for profit opportunities
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Please get in touch: +1.919.933.6555 or acumen@income-outcome.com or fill out a form at www.income-outcome.com/start

LEARNING OUTCOMES

LEVEL 4: Finance and Strategy (2 Days)

Use this workshop for managers and sales
professionals who need enhanced business skills:

Finance & Strategy business simulation presents
financial tools and concepts including:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Management uses of basic financial statements
• Why market conditions dominate
business decisions
• The difference between cash and profit
• The need to manage separately for cash and profit
• Fixed and variable costs
• The value of budgets and cash flow forecasts
• The impact of inventory build-up
• The need to control working capital
• SWOT analysis
• Break-even analysis
• Unit cost analysis
• Income Statement analysis
• ROA, ROI, and other metrics
• KPIs used at your company to gauge performance

Ability to plan across departments
Clearer, faster, more accurate communication
Improved decision-making
Increased awareness of industry and market
Proactive response to changing conditions
Flexible and forward thinking
Identifying ‘buttons’ that drive performance

This simulation provides experiential learning across
the business because participants play all the major
roles in an operating company: production, R&D, sales
and marketing, management, and finance.
Participants experience:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Decision-making in conditions of uncertainty
The value of industry information
Generating financial statements
Preparing budgets and cash flow forecasts
Calculating basic ratios
Competitive analysis using operating income
and ratios
Implementing change and measuring results
The opportunities and threats of disruptive
technology
Different types of customer relationships
Impact of extreme cash flow difficulties

Please get in touch: +1.919.933.6555 or acumen@income-outcome.com or fill out a form at www.income-outcome.com/start
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LEVEL 5

OVERVIEW

Managing a Global Business
Immersion Strategy. How do variations in
global business dynamics impact results?

Focus on the Really Big Picture
Managing a Global Business is our most challenging team competition–the
game board companies are trying to succeed in a complex
environment. The classroom models a rapidly changing industry that is
being destabilized by the competitors themselves. Ongoing competitor
analysis and market awareness are crucial for survival.
The winner of the simulation–the team that achieves the best financial and
operating results–is usually the group that operates most effectively as
a team in the development of a strategy and flexible execution of

Managing
a Global
Business
3 Days

Complex.
Strategic.
Global.
For senior managers
and executives.
Each company has opportunities to expand into new
products, new markets,
new quality initiatives, new
process improvements, and
more! Very real world–too
much opportunity and not
enough time or resources.

that strategy.
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Please get in touch: +1.919.933.6555 or acumen@income-outcome.com or fill out a form at www.income-outcome.com/start

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Choose Managing a Global Business if you need leaders who can:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Re-evaluate market, operational, and competitive positions
Create plans that consider profit, cash flow, and market position
Visualize the financial issues that drive the corporation
Improve the key business drivers
Perform long-term planning
Allow for the interdepartmental effects of initiatives
Search out the unknown aspects of new markets
Assess the relative merits of competing proposals
Understand the pluses and minuses of short-term measures
Speak ‘finance’, the common language of business
Operate flexibly with incomplete information
Respond rapidly to unexpected threats and opportunities
Recognize how cultural diversity impacts product, customers,
information and decisions.
• Make allowance for foreign exchange fluctuation

LEVEL 5: Managing a Global Business (3 Days)
Managing a Global Business emphasizes
the need to function well as a team through
decision-making in each of the major roles
in an operating company: production, R&D,
sales, marketing, management, and finance.
It models a rapidly evolving industry and
the cyclical nature of market demand,
requiring participants to revise plans in
response to changes in the marketplace or
industry and set up a long-term position–including expanding into new products, new
regional markets, and niche markets.
Leaders in this simulation prepare and
maintain financial statements; prepare longterm strategic plans and short-term budgets
and cash flow forecasts; and use ratios and
income statement analysis for benchmarking.

Please get in touch: +1.919.933.6555 or acumen@income-outcome.com or fill out a form at www.income-outcome.com/start
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Typical Room Layout

Income|Outcome
Business Simulations
Suggested for a 1 Day program.
Other programs have slightly
different needs.

Facilitator Table
Simulation Supplies
Easel with
Flip Chart
(optional)

Projector Screen

Facilitator Table
Projector

Team Table

Team Table

Preferred: 5’ x 30” (or larger)
1.5 m x 75 cm (Metric).
Minimum: 4’ x 2’
Team Table

Team Table

Team Table

Team Table

Classroom Requirements: Suggested room size is 800-1600 sq.
feet. Sufficient space to provide easy movement between tables.
Tables: Two Facilitator Tables (one for the projector), six Team
Tables, one Market Table.
Seating: for each participant at Team Tables; seven additional
chairs at Market Table.

14

Equipment Requirements: a projector and screen (required), flip
charts (optional).

Market Table

Preferred: 48" round
1.2 m (Metric)

COMMENTS

“Their deep grasp of the

“There is no substitute for

“We use it to teach finance

fundamentals of finance and

the learning process Income/

to non-financial managers.

ability to explain these details

Outcome provides. While part

It takes a very dry topic and

concisely, with crystal clarity,

of the process is teaching some

makes it more real to life by

and how they fit in the overall

accounting and financial concepts,

helping people understand

business context make

the more important piece is trans-

the true implications of the

Income/Outcome a unique

ferring those concepts to what we

financial decisions that they

and special resource for

do at Printpack, and, ultimately,

make. It’s one of the highest

anyone trying to ensure that

determining how each of our indi-

rated programs. Employees

all members of the business

vidual roles impacts our corporate

say they really enjoy it.”

team are working together to

objectives. It’s a great way to

achieve business objectives.”

better learn what goes on in other

Tim Treger

parts of the business and gives us

Senior Manager, Learning

Andrew Hyde

a much better appreciation for the

and Development

Finance Manager

importance of other functions and

Schneider Electric

GE Lighting

blending those functions into a
successful team.“
Mike Hembree
VP Finance and Administration

“Many training solutions sound

Printpack

great based on the marketing
materials and the pitch you get.
But it’s hard to know how to
compare them. I really recommend getting Income/Outcome’s
advice before investing precious
time and money in a business
acumen training solution.”
Lahaja Furaha
Senior Organizational
Development Consultant
The Washington Post

Please get in touch: +1.919.933.6555 or acumen@income-outcome.com or fill out a form at www.income-outcome.com/start
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CHECKLIST
If you are seeking to develop foundational
understanding of business among employees
at all levels in the organization, look for these
things in a business simulation game:

3Open decision-making
q
3A focus on your industry
q
3Team-based
q
3Truly experiential
q
3Physical + cognitive
q
3Real-world business drivers
q
3Transparency of actions & results
q
3Broad-brush concepts
q

Only Income|Outcome business simulations
meet all these criteria. Our workshops use experiential learning methodologies to develop business acumen,
leadership and accountability. Our simulations create an
ideal environment for learning because the lessons have
immediate application within the game AND they are
directly transferable to the real world.
All learners are challenged and engaged throughout the
workshop because Income|Outcome business simulations
use a complete mix of learning methodologies: tactile,
kinesthetic, visual, and auditory.

3Whole business thinking
q
3Full financial statements
q
3Connection to the real-world
q

Our Visual Finance app uses the same business visualization
used in our simulation to look at your company’s financial position, identifying strengths, weaknesses and business drivers.

3Solutions that work together
q

Trainer certification is available–programs can be presented by
our certified facilitators or yours. Income|Outcome programs
work together seamlessly to meet audience needs across
the organization.
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Since 1993, Andromeda and its international network have
trained tens of thousands of employees at hundreds of
companies. Income|Outcome users include Abbott Labs,
Bank of New Zealand, Heinz, Michelin, Saudi Electricity, Walt
Disney Japan, and Washington Post. Higher learning clients
include top business schools and universities around
the world.

Getting in touch
We are ready to help you compare your options and
design the best solution for your organization. If you are
part of a group choosing a solution, we can support you
at each step of the group’s decision making process.
Please get in touch: +1.919.933.6555 or acumen@income-outcome.com or fill out a form at www.income-outcome.com/start

